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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome & Intro to me and Cardinia Thanks for sharing your timeWhy has Cardinia been on this journeyWhat Digital Transformation has looked like for usDiscuss the Cardinia Digitisation Centre, what’s gone right and what’s gone wrongDiscuss the key lessons learnt
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Riding the AI wave has led the Cardinia Shire Council Corporate Information Team on a journey of opportunity. Fear of the unknown has been replaced by anticipation, collaboration and enthusiasm.As the team has seen one door closed, they have experienced many more doors of opportunity that have opened up to them.Share their journey, as they share their metamorphic rise from back of room mail processing to highly valued information governance and metadata stewards, recognised for their wealth of knowledge and expertise in sound records management practices.Information and data that is clean and contextually reliable is recognised as one of the organisations most valuable assets. This is echoes throughout many of the organisation’s strategies, procedures, presentations and practices.Good governance and records management practice is essential to maintain their information assets and with that comes the tasks of training, establishing and promoting standards, stewardship, monitoring and reporting to ensure standards are mantained. Thank you for this opportunity to share our story with you.
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Why did Cardinia choose the Digital Transformation Path? 

We either had to disrupt or be disrupted  

• Were one of the most indebted Councils in Victoria. 
• With the lowest staffing ratio’s in the sector. 
• High growth rate in land development, building 
• Rapidly rising population growth 
• Population growth is currently at 6 families a day. 
• Global influences shifting community expectation 
• Old ways of working doesn’t fit modern world competition 
• Have to do more with less 

Cardinia Digital Transformation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Derek Madden, our Corporate Services General Manager says our transition really started seven years ago, but for me, I joined Cardinia in 2013, and coming from the outside in, I could see they were something specialThey had already begun the paper independence journey, mapping out paper use and questioning why the dependence on paper and how they could transform paper dependence to a mobile flexible workforce.They had already invested in embedding their cultural values and had a workforce that was flexible and largely consciously preparing for the change a new building and new way of working would deliver.That was a very wise move, given the external changes that were unfolding with what has been called the digital tsunami and 4th industrial revolution.We either had to disrupt or be disruptedWere one of the most indebted Councils in Victoria.With the lowest staffing ratio’s in the sector.High growth rate in land development, buildingRapidly rising population growthPopulation growth is currently at 6 families a day.Global influences shifting community expectationOld ways of working doesn’t fit modern world competitionHave to do more with less
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Problems we set out to solve 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the beginning, the problems we set out to solve were:1) Create an environment where staff can work anywhere2) Build a simple basic website that is customer focus and easy to navigate3) Automate and digitised using AI to streamline processes and add value4) Create a community portal with 24 hour access to informationToday we are going to focus on our automation story.The decision to investigate and then successfully implement the capabilities of artificial intelligence for automation of incoming mail processing gave us back valuable time needed to address the broader, more value add activities that support good governance and responsive community service delivery. Staff morale was also a problem because the team was aware of the large amount of projects and tasks that were banking up without the necessary resources available to complete – or even start – them. Essentially, we needed to find a means of getting our existing work processed to the same high standard as we were doing manually without the ability to increase the staff size of the team in any way. The decision to investigate and then successfully implement the capabilities of artificial intelligence for automation of incoming mail processing gave us back valuable time needed to address the broader, more value add activities that support good governance and responsive community service delivery.
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Cardinia Digital Transformation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We had already closed network drives, ramped up training on TRIM and using TRIM was mandatory for all staff from CEO to every officer in the organisation.Our CEO, Directors and Managers would not accept a document without a TRIM Link.From our peak monthly modification of files on the network drives in more than 140,000 we are now tracking around 20,000 files touched.  These are largely media files that need a temporary loading space before being uploaded into TRIM, or In Design files with multiple links that require building before they are PDF’d and registered into TRIM.  Access to these are limited only to those areas who need legitimate access and as you see it is monitored.  As a technical solution unfolds we will replace this dependency.
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Cardinia Digital Transformation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cardinia has grown from around 80,000 in 2013 to around 100,000 in population to date.  This is reflected in our level of mail received, calls received and subsequent action required from Council to meet our community needs.This graph shows the rise in actions required from our staff per quarter since 2012.  Our staffing has not increased.Our CEO Motto is From Good To Great to Excellent.  Work Smarter and Not Harder – Innovation is expected. Innovation is acknowledged. Innovation is rewarded.
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Cardinia Digital Transformation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bu November 2014 we were fully digital, in our new offices and the only files we created were digital.Our archives were offsite or transferred to PROVWhen and archived record was needed we used Grace Scan on Demand rather than retrieve a box.
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Emotional cycle of change 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By the move in Nov 2014 we were exhilarated at our achievement with activity based work, mobile working with state of the art technology connecting us, freeing us and challenging us to do better work.  We thought we could breath and take a rest – not so – Rate cappingProperty development and increased expectations in demand meant the change was not yet over.We had to think smarter, build resilience and continue to grow and adapt with the changes.The world around us was changing.All the signs said we had to keep up with the changes or be left behind.With incoming mail increasing by more than 50% and staffing levels remaining constant we had to think outside the box.
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Cardinia Digital Transformation 
Incoming Correspondence Trend 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Something we did not anticipate was the level of support required by our TRIM users.  As everyone was using TRIM Everyday to store, access and create their records demand for Service Desk support, additional training, expanding functionality and use of TRIM grew. Our one resource now needed two other staff members to take some of that User Support activity.We did not want to lose ground on the paper independence journey because staff did not know how to effectively use TRIM or how to save, title, share, collaborate on and manage their records.At the same time fuelled by the population explosion and expanding property market incoming correspondence grew by 50%.Rate capping and other constraints prevented us from hiring additional staff.  But we needed help.This is where technology, AI, team cooperation, willingness on the part of the Senior Manager to trust us, and let us test innovative solutions has saved the day.
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Oasis Omail using AI 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Incoming mail is a good indicator of the community demand for services from Council. Since 2013, we have experienced a 50% increase on the daily volumes of incoming mail. During this time, our staff resource size have not grown.  Working on a long term / high gear capacity is not healthy, nor sustainable for staff, and the question hovered:- How do we meet rapidly growing mail, records management and training service requirements without increasing staff numbers or budget?We needed a solution that:-�Worked within the existing operational budgetFreed staff for capability and capacity building to meet rising demand for higher value records management servicesRaised the quality of information and data capture, distribution and control After testing the market we settled on eCloud Business Services to provide us with a solution. – a scanning service supported by machine learning software that could automatically classify and allocate electronic documentationThey were not talking about OCR or structured documents and applied business rules for data capture but real machine learning - artificial intelligence.All incoming Council mail (physical and electronic) would be digitally processed through multiple software algorithms that learned and continued to teach itself to read, assess and store the mail into the corporate document management system, automatically creating staff workflows for action where required.   After some initial sceptism that this could truly be delivered we decided to pilot the solution ourselves.Commenced late 2016, 3 month Trial, March 2017 went live, July 2017 – eCloud Digitisation Centre opens in Cardinia Offices
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Definition of Artificial Intelligence 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The point of difference with eCloud and the other providers was that their software, oMail, could apply machine learning plus a number of other artificial intelligence disciplines to determine the content of each document or business transaction. A range of business rules could be automatically applied to each document to apply every decision and key stroke that a human would ordinarily make to capture the document and assign to an actioning officer within HPE RM.This task alone was taking hours each day to complete the registration of the incoming mail into our HPE RM document management system.
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Omail Oasis focuses on 
Definition of Artificial Intelligence 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Engaging eCloud Business Services to implement their artificial intelligence automation software, oMail, was the first step to empowering the organisation to adopt and adapt many other changes that have strengthened our records and information management culture in Cardinia eCloud came to Cardinia with an established background in records management, data quality, security, business automation and intelligent technology, and could communicate and relate to all levels and disciplines across the project team.
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AI Comes to Cardinia 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All Mail received ‘Paper/Electronic’ by Council is now run through multiple algorithms developed by eCloud that read, assess and then allocate mail into the document management system, creating workflows as needed by identifying the appropriate officer within Council to action the matter. We are being told by the market leaders that anything that can be digitised or automated, will be.  That seems to be true.They are also telling us that anything that cannot be digitised or automated will become much more valuable.  We are finding that to be true too.I would say this is the decade for Records and Information Managers.The knowledge, skills and expertise that has been honed in the manual tasks you have performed year after year can be used and applied in a much more valued way as we navigate and ride the wave of technology change.There are so many more exciting and new opportunities for us unfolding.Today I will share some of how this has affected us in Cardinia.
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Automation/Digitisation 

• Did it just happen? 
– Commenced late 2016, 3 month Trial 
– March 2017 went live  

• 10% exception rate requiring human 
intervention 

– July 2017 – eCloud Digitisation Centre 
opens in Cardinia Offices 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In July 2017, the whole service, from mail receipt through to electronic delivery to action officers of scanned mail via HPE RM went to eCloud Business Services.�
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Oasis Invoices using AI 

• Expansion of AI to manage Accounts Payable 
• All Invoices received are matched with the purchase 

order automatically. 

– End to end process is achieved 
• Electronic invoice received 
• Invoice automatically matched to PO 
• Invoice approved for payment 
• Automatically goes into accounts payable payment 

run.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With the success of Omail, Our Finance area decided to expand use of Oasis AI to manage Accounts PayableThis began earlier this year.  We cannot claim to be the first in Vic Government here. Melbourne Water Authority have been using this successfully for 3 years.All Invoices received are matched with the purchase order automatically.End to end process is achievedElectronic invoice receivedInvoice automatically matched to POInvoice approved for paymentAutomatically goes into accounts payable payment run. 
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Impact on staff in the area 

Corporate Information team –  
a) responsible for NAR standards stewardship and 
training. 
b) eForms stewardship and development. 
c) Training and support in HPRM use elevated for 
smarter use across the organisation. 
e) Expanded use of HPRM functionality for users. 
f) Due diligence monitoring of new systems, 
technology and services  – privacy and security 
assessment. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now to what this has meant for our Corporate Information team.Once we were known as ‘records’We were associate with processing incoming mail, retrieving boxing, packing archives, filingNow we are:-a) responsible for NAR standards stewardship and training.b) eForms stewardship and development.c) Training and support in HPRM use elevated for smarter use across the organisation.e) Expanded use of HPRM functionality for users.f) Due diligence monitoring of new systems, technology and services  – privacy and security assessment.This meant that three staff were now able to be trained to deliver:�Name and Address Stewardship – if data is going to be outward facing we need robust standards and controls in place to protect individual privacy and data misuse.2) eForms design and creation for web – Our customers are time poor. Using a web form is far quicker and simpler that driving to Council, finding a parking spot, getting there during business hours, waiting in line for face to face service.3) Higher levels of support and especially training for internal customers on good records management – Outward facing information needs to be properly titled, metadata tagged, stored and secured to protect stakeholder rights, and enable use and reuse of data to inform and create information wealth and wisdom (we will glimpse at what this supports when we look at our Business Intelligence Community Portal)4) Enhanced functionality and use of HPRM – internal customers, pressed for time, want fast, simple ways to manage their records and work trays. We have invested in delivering add ons to TRIM and expanding functionality to simplify search, discovery and grouping of files and documents.5) Higher involvement in decision making across Council as records/information/data management covers every function within Council. Corporate Information Officers are consulted on system functionality, records/information management improvements, enhancements, security requirements and privacy matters in relation to the Council’s business processing daily.
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1. Speed of processing 
 
2. Accuracy of processing 
 
3. Time savings used to 
redeploy staff to higher 
value projects & work 

17 

AI - Key benefits 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In April 2018, emails to Council’s centralised email account will transfer to being processed using oMail’s automation. oMail can recognise the emails and  their content in the same way that oMail processes physical inbound mail items.   This includes the attachments that are sent with emails. Because Corporate Information has maintained accurate and detailed Action Officer and Registration business rules, these have informed oMail’s automation engine well - so that the email processing task can easily be taken on, thus freeing two additional staff members to undertake other more added value and much needed tasks and projects.
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Cardinia Digitisation Centre 
Empower 

Employees 
Engage 

Customers 
Optimise 

Operations 
Transform 
Services 

Modern 
Workplace 

Business 
Applications Infrastructure Data & AI 

New Workplace 
Relevant Workspaces 
Skype for Business 
CardiMap 
eCloud OASIS AP 
Trapeze 
Public Website 

 

New way of working 
eForms 
Paper independence 
CardiNet 
FindMe 
Ultrabooks/Tablets 
Glow Engagement 

 

Mobility 
MS native integration 
HP RM integration 
Single View Customer 
Open Office 
Follow Me Print 
Online forms 

 

MyCardinia 
Open Data 
Event /facility booking 
Unified Communications 
eCloud OASIS oMail 
Business Insights 
Enterprise WIFI 
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Business Intelligence 
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Wisdom 

Knowledge 

Corporate Information’s role is  
becoming the guiding hand as 

Cardinia convert data from 
information into knowledge and 

eventually wisdom  

Information 

Data 
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Wisdom 

Knowledge 

We are moving beyond being       
just “records managers” and are 

becoming “corporate information”, 
responsible for information 

management and development of 
genuine value from data and 

information for Cardinia 

Information 

Data 
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Wisdom 

Knowledge 

We are also becoming responsible 
for Data Quality Assurance, a step 
that is essential in Cardinia’s drive 

for public transparency 

Information 

Data 
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Corporate  
Information 

Wisdom 

Knowledge 

Information 

Data 

Transparency 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since embarking on this project, we note we are reclaiming data integrity by raising awareness across the organisation of the importance of clean data, and good records management habits. Team and individual tacit knowledge is now explicit knowledge, with procedures and up to date information maintained as a formal record. 
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We are riding the AI Wave to succeed 
1. Information Management Framework 

-  Information Management Strategy 
2. We have our Records Management 

Strategy 
3. We have our Digitisation Plan 
4. The team are taking up their Data 

Governance Roles  
5. The team are taking up their Data QA 

Roles 
6. Strengthening RM management, 

support, education & training 
7. Engaging with customers to traverse 

data initiatives 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Records Management is built into all business units across the organisation as part of their normal business and the team members all focus on supporting the information they receive and store, and also create and store as a valuable corporate asset. We are not back room, ambulance at the bottom of the cliff. We are front and centre and in the forefront of the Council’s information management and that is great news for everyone
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We are riding the AI Wave to succeed 

 
1. Leadership 
2. Stewardship 
3. Governance 
4. Guides 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are not mail clerksWe are not the filing clerksWe are not paper shufflersWe are not hidden in the backroom.We have come of age.Single View of CustomerData CleansingOngoing Data QualityOngoing Data Integrity Digital forms including Infiniti, Nintex and Open Forms Looking at initiatives where systems intersect with data across multiple areasNo-one wants to take responsibilitySee digital formsSee CRMWe will take responsibility
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Wisdom 

Knowledge 

Information 

Data 

Transparency 

Corporate Information 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Records Managers the future has not yet been written.Your future, my future, our future is in our hands to decide.Do we ride the wave of change, or do we sink?It is to us.
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Cardinia Digitisation Centre – 
what’s gone right? 

• Cost savings 
• Accuracy of work 
• Elimination of human error 
• Release of resources 
• Preparing staff for the future of work 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The astounding result was between a 40% to 70% time saving for each record type and 100% accuracy of data capture when running internallyOutsourced – even greater savingsCorporate Information team are adapting and learning new skills.They are flexing their records management muscle and using their expertise beyond mail management and paper archiving to deliver a well rounded records and information management service that provides governance and stewardship for all council information/data assets.Their focus has shifted to enable us to:Expanding training and support for EDRMS and records management practicesExpanding functionality of EDRMSBuild an Information Governance Framework to gain control of our data Now responsible for corporate data governance role - standards, stewardship and training.eForms stewardship and development. With well over 100 online lines we want to be able to manage these via AI to collect data and populate the required fields, workflow for action without human intervention.  We want our forms to be simple to use for the customer, and consider the whole lifecycle in its design and creation. Corporate Information has taken the lead to progress this forward.Due diligence monitoring of new systems, technology and services  – privacy and security assessment.QA for systems
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Embrace Change! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Records Managers the future has not yet been written.Your future, my future, our future is in our hands to decide.Change is coming, don’t fight it embrace it, be part of the solution and write your own story - I think it is important 4 you, 4 your staff and 4 society 
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Cardinia Digital Transformation – 
lessons learnt? 

• Keep asking WHY? 
• Because it was always been done that 

way does not make it right. 
• Change is hard and people will find 

innovative (!?) ways to resist. 
• It’s OK to fail.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Technology brings opportunity - Don’t be afraid to try new thingsPrepare your staff – Communicate - Listen – Support - InvestChange fatigue : after a significant period of change consider a freeze on all restructures for a period of 12 Months – Stability is needed.Process mapping and change processes
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References 
Cardinia Digitisation Centre 
• eCloud Website: https://ecloudservices.com.au/ 

• Cardinia Shire and eCloud: https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/cardinia-shire-council-
welcomes-ecloud-digitisation-centre-madden/ 

 
  

 
Cardinia Digital Transformation 
• Public Website: https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/new-local-government-website-puts-

residents-first-peta-levett/?trackingId=a5Z%2BRwbr8regLKhp%2FKYD1w%3D%3D 

• Paper reduction: https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/creating-700000-saving-organisation-
story-paper-reduction-madden/ 

• Paper reduction: 
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6337185255501455360/ 

• Rate Notice: https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/cardinia-redesigned-traditional-rate-notice-
based-do-madden-acma-/ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why has Cardinia been on this Transformation journeyWhat Digital Transformation has looked like for usDiscuss the Cardinia Digitsation Centre, Discuss the key lessons learntSome resources on our journeyThanks for listeningQuestionsQuestion for you: "Automation and AI are coming. They're unstoppable. What can you do to prepare yourself and your staff for your roles to be unrecognisable?" 
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